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Still Here After 21 Dec 2012?
People who were convinced that they would ‘Ascend’ on 21st December 2012 are confused and despondent.

Earth is no different than the day before ‘Ascension’
Still Here After 21 Dec 2012?

Let's REMOVE the confusion
Ascension up the Frequencies is a: -

- Slow
- Gradual
- Robust

and

- Repeatable Process

Large changes that have been expected WILL NOT and CANNOT happen
In February 2012.....

🌞 There was an increase in the base frequency - the level expected to be attained was **Surpassed**

🌞 This change will allow those not previously capable to start questioning their environment
Dates are Estimated Milestones
Dates are Estimated Milestones

🌞 Dates used by spiritualists are generated by information received from energetic helpers

🌞 These are misinterpreted as being dates for specific events
This is preferred to the sudden ‘Cliff Face; ascension that spiritualists desire

A ‘Cliff Face’ Descension’ is just as likely to happen

Set backs would severely affect the confidence of the human race in totality
When we get there we will be ascending

The Flat Road to Ascension

Dates are Estimated Milestones
Dates are Estimated Milestones

This Requires a ‘Critical Mass’

Big Frequency Jump!

The Flat Road to Ascension

That’s a big jump in frequency!

Are we there yet?

19 July 2015
Dates are Estimated Milestones

The 'Critical Mass' Needs to be Maintained or we Descend

He's descending & taking them with him!

Oops He's Descending!

The Flat Road to Ascension

Big Frequency Jump!

Oops He's Descending!
Dates are Estimated Milestones

They’re ascending all the time!

Small Frequency Change!

The Gradual Road to Ascension

19 July 2015
Ascension is a Gradual Process
Ascension is Gradual Process

- Do not worry about that which was *expected to ‘be’* ascension-wise
- Work instead with that which you *want it to ‘be’*

*Commit yourself to assisting in its acceleration*

Remove the ‘need’ for low frequency incarnate experiential existence

- Assure a:
  - Gradual, Repeatable and Robust Ascension
Gradual Ascension enables recognition of the changes

They will be subtle at first

Developing in a non-egotistical way for the benefit of others

This is the first step to assuring personal ascension
So, in terms of what happens next then.....

🌞 This is up to the individual incarnate entity in how they work with THAT which:

🌞 They are
🌞 They can affect
🌞 Affects them
Note Though That......

🌞 Our behaviour patterns are associated with personal ascension:

🌞 Work in tandem with the energies associated with triangulation (*elevation through association*)

🌞 The result is an increase in evolutionary content

🌞 Affecting the individual and the masses alike

BUT.....

this is up everyone to work with it
Proof that We are Ascending
Proof that We are Ascending

Our frequencies are now high enough to assure future Awakening!!

🌞 A rise in the number of individuals becoming interested in ‘things of the spirit’

🌞 Awareness of the ’Greater Reality’

🌞 Perceiving entities who operate in the frequencies close to the physical and those beyond
The Spiritually inclined will become more intuitive.
Aware and awake individuals will experience a deeper level of connectivity.
Its a slow and gradual process.

More physical proof can be seen in the rapid rise in New Technology.
Technologically:

- ‘Semi aware’ individuals will receive inspiration from the cosmic knowledge (Inventors)
- Delivering that which has been offered to them by spirit – the energetic (Quantum leaps)
- As we ascend higher more technology will become available
Those who are ascending will appear to disappear from physical perception
Ascension is a Three Tier Process
Those that progress will leave those behind Frequently
- Includes those who can be pulled up through triangulation

Those that stay behind will be still be able to ascend
- They will do it in their own time
- They also get help from triangulation
To continue the critical mass

Entities of a lower quality
i.e. Those not of the energetic genre of mankind

Are being allowed to incarnate!

These entities are known as ‘back-fill people’
And benefit from the opportunity of incarnating with individualised free will

19 July 2015
When all of mankind ascends the work of these back-fill people will be done.

They will return to their normal energetic environment.

Passing on the experiences, learning and evolutionary content to their energetic race.
Progression to the point where incarnate mankind starts to become aligned to with the **higher frequencies** associated with the physical universe.

**Frequency level 12**
Ascension is a Three Tier Process

Tier One

Next

‘Individualised Free Will’

will be adopted throughout the physical universe

When the whole universe

is of the correct frequency

The whole environmental structure will move up to the next full frequency
**The Second Tier ascension**

Is progression through the two lowest frequency levels of the next full dimension by:-

- Re-locating the content of the physical universe into the next frequency i.e.

  *First, frequency level 13 and then level 14*

- 2 individual and self contained universes
All incarnate vehicles will eventually evolve to the point of not being ‘PHYSICAL’

The 14th frequency level is the last frequency where a ‘PHYSICAL’ vehicle is necessary

The 15th level is too fine to support physicality
The Third Tier Ascension removes the need to incarnate to evolve.
Our Ultimate Ascension Destiny
‘The Far Future’
The 12 Source Entities were created by The Origin to accelerate its own Evolutionary Progression

Our Source Entity (God) Created us in response
Our Ascension Destiny

When All the Creations of the 12 Source Entities return to their Source ‘The Origin’ will be ready to move into its next area of ‘self-awareness’
In this new vast expanse

**We** will become **‘Source Entities’**

in our own right

Assisting **‘The Origin’** in its quest to:

*Experience, Learn and Evolve*

within this new area of

expanded **‘self-awareness’**
Any Questions?
Ascension Does Not Need the Physical Body
Anne Explaining Her Fathers Work at the 2012 Transformation Conference
Anne Visiting Me During My Hong Kong TTF Workshop

Note this Orb
Anne Visiting Me During My Bangalore TTF Workshop

Note this Orb
Questions and Answers

Any Questions?